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Catalog Summary Information 

Here is summary information about your hosted catalog(s). The credentials given below are for 

the SampleSQCustomer site which allows you to view and search products like a JAGGAER 

customer. Click here to log into the SampleSQCustomer site. 
 

Supplier Information and Credentials 
The "Mailing test - batch A - cat 1" catalog (SupplierID 222210) has 333 products. 
Last updated on 12/5/2014. (Credentials - (NotAssigned) / (NotAssigned)) 
The "Mailing test - batch A - cat 2" catalog (SupplierID 222211) has 4444 products. 
Last updated on 6/15/2014. (Credentials - sqtestuser1 / pwdone) 
The "Mailing test - batch A - cat 3" catalog (SupplierID 222212) has 12345678 
products. Last updated on 1/1/2005. (Credentials - sqtestuser2 / pwdtwo) 

  

To log into your JAGGAER Portal to manage your catalog(s), click here. 

 

Get Ready to Load “Promotional” Pricing! 
 

 

We are excited to announce a new functionality that will soon be available for your hosted 

catalog – “ability to load promotional pricing”! It will let you load promotional pricing for 
your products which will be ‘auto-approved’ for customers. At the end of the specified 
period, the prices will revert back to the values as they were prior to promotional pricing 
being loaded. 
 
This will let you handle such promotional pricing via a single submission and also not be 

adversely affected because of any delays in customer approval since it will be automatically 

approved.  
 
This functionality will be available as part of our 19.2 Release which will be effective on 21st 
July 2019. As we approach the Release date, we will make more details available. The next 
month’s SupplierNews issue, will have additional details as well. 

 

 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/lTDqClYDJ2iLyw3NHGkV99?domain=go.jaggaer.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/SGzxCmZGKYTvZo7NhO8JVY?domain=go.jaggaer.com


CAUTION: 

Odd Characters in Part Number Values 
 

 

Part Number values typically contain non-alphanumeric values such as hyphen, parenthesis 
etc. Such characters are handled fine in various processes within the JAGGAER Procurement 
Applications as well as client’s ERP systems. However use of odd characters or Greek 
characters – such as mu, lambda etc – can cause unexpected adverse issues and are best 
avoided. 

• Most common scenario is when such characters are not handled properly by the 
text file processing application and are replaced by odd characters such as ‘?’ or ‘┴’ 
without any intimation about the substitution 

• Even if such characters are loaded fine, they can cause issues within customer’s 
ERP system 

 
If you have such characters in your catalog content in any attribute, not necessarily just 

Part Number attribute, be sure to open/edit the file using an application that can handle 
such characters properly. Generate an extract of your catalog content from your JAGGAER 
Supplier Portal and confirm that such data corruption has not already occurred. E.g. ‘P123-
50µg’ is not showing up as ‘P123-50?g’ or as ‘P123-50┴g’. If needed, correct the existing 
values or be sure to avoid such characters in attributes such as Part Number, Product Size, 
Packaging UOM in your catalog content. 

 

 

  

 

   

 
 


